Abstract. This paper aims to establish a suitable wind power forecasting model used to forecast the power of the wind farm. An improved real-time series model is built by linear function and Fourier function. For raw data, the picture of historical data is adopted to correct them. In order to improve the prediction accuracy of wind power, it proposes the linear combination model based on improved time series model and grey model. The model uses a fixed weight method. Mathematical analysis and calculation results show that combination model, which has certain reference value, is simple and can improve the prediction accuracy overall.
Introduction
When large scale wind farms are connected to the power grid, the power fluctuation of wind power will have a negative effect on the power balance and frequency regulation [1] . It is conducive to the safety and stable operation of power system to predict wind power more accurate.
According to the requirements of dispatch department, wind power recently forecast aims at the power value of the next day at 0:00 to 24:00 pm, while real-time prediction is rolling forecast 16 point within future four hours from the specified point, and both the time resolution are 15 min. Many model has been used for wind power prediction, the physical method requires the use of numerical weather prediction. Statistical methods are based on statistical analysis of historical data, then select the appropriate statistical model for predicting, among which the time series is the most typical method. Learning methods mainly refers to the use of artificial intelligence such as genetic algorithm, BP neural network and particle swarm optimization method to predict the future power value. Compared with statistical method, the calculation of learning model is larger but prediction results are more accurate [2] .
Improving the accuracy of wind power forecasting in real time is of great significance to improve the operation performance of the wind power network. The combination forecasting method is one of the important development directions of the wind power prediction. [3] establishes a linear combination model of time series model and RBF neural network model, based on single forecasting model. [4] proposes a wind power prediction model based on integration of principal component analysis with back-propagation neural network. In the reference [5] , principal component analysis is applied to process original input data, the principal components are used as input data for neural network. Studies have shown that different forecasting methods contain different information, and the combination of single method can improve the prediction accuracy.
In this paper, a combined model based on improved time series and grey prediction is proposed, which focuses on the research of real-time rolling forecast of wind power. Fristly, by use of linear function and Fourier function, it creates an improved time series model. Then, a method of data correction based on the picture of historical data to determine the range of time series is proposed. Finally, apply the improved time series, grey prediction and combination model to instances in turn, discussing the effectiveness and accuracy of models. 
ω represent real-time rolling factors and parameters, which will be revised after getting the actual value at 1 i − moment.
In order to realize real-time forecasting, the specific method is as follows. Grey model. The most representative of gray modeling is GM modeling of time series [6] . In this paper, we choose the traditional gray model GM (1, 1).
Set up the wind power sequence:
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Solving the equations, we can get:
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(1)( (1) 3. When continue to seek the next 4 points, take the four points newly obtained as the last row of the matrix and delete the first line of the original matrix.
4. By such analogy, to correct the model in real time, making forecast results as accurate as possible.
Using the grey forecasting model to predict wind power value can find some "disaster point". In the given original data column, that below the specified value q is outlier. Take these ourliers as another sequence, in which every element is "disaster point " [7] . The disaster point can determine the location where error is larger.
Combination model. The combination forecasting method is proposed by Bates and Granger in 1969, and it's basic idea is to combine different forecasting methods and models via weighting [8] . For wind power forecast, based on the improved time series model and grey model, using fixed weight method, we establish a variance-covariance preferred combination forecasting model. The model diagram is shown in Fig.1 . In other words, the perspective of mathematical analysis shows that the variance-covariance preferred combination forecasting method is better than the single model [9] .
Model checking. In this paper, the accuracy rate and the qualified rate [10] are used as the wind farm power prediction assessment indicators.
The accuracy rate is 
Example analysis
Taking the measured data for one month of a wind farm as sample data and sampling interval is 15 min. Each wind unit has a rated output power of 850kW. The output power of four designated wind units A, B, C, D is recorded as P A , P B , P C , P D , and the total output power of the generator is denoted as P.
Data correction. Models associated with time series can predict a wider range and has a high accuracy and simple form easy to master when the sequence is relatively stable. However, if the values of sequence are not steady, or the rise or fall in the sequence for some stage is too severe, the model reflects poor and can not give an accurate prediction value. Based on this, a method of data correction based on the picture of historical data to determine the range of time series is proposed, making a preliminary correction to sample data. As shown in Fig. 2 , the numerical gap between the first half and the second half is too large. When predicting the second half based on the first half, it will cause serious error. At this point, we can modify the range of fitting reference points with the help of graphics. Table 1 shows that the unrevised forecast value is not in conformity with the requirements. If such a situation occurs during the operation, be sure to redefine the scope of the time series, and then correct the model according to the rolling view. Result comparison. Take P A for example, apply the above-mentioned single model and combined model to predict the future 16 point at the time of the specified point, the comparison between the results of the forecast and the actual value is shown in Fig. 3 below. 2. The fit at last two points is not optimistic. Through observation, at this stage the actual value plunge from 300 to 10 or even become negative, which we speculate this outcome may be caused by the stop operation of the unit.
Continue to calculate the accuracy rate and the qualified rate of the three models, as shown in fig. 4 , fig. 5 . 2. From Fig. 5 , it can be seen the qualified rate of combination model and grey prediction is higher, especially that of the combination model tends to be stable.
As a result, the variance-covariance preferred combination model modifies the prediction of large errors in the original model, whose accuracy is more stable and results are more reliable, overall improving the prediction accuracy. However, it also must be recognized that for the above model, main restricting factors to improve its precision is the nature of the sub model, if the sub model's accuracy generally continued to decline, the accuracy of optimized combination model is not too high.
Conclusions
1. Both single model and combined model can be applied to the real-time rolling forecast of wind power. 2. The algorithm of improved time series model is simple, the grey prediction of wind power can find some disaster points, and the variance-covariance combination model combines the advantages of both, overall improving the accuracy of the prediction. 3. It proposes a method of data correction based on the picture of historical data to determine the range of time series, which can modify sample data with the help of graphics. 4. In this paper, the combination forecasting model only use fixed weight method, optimizing weight coefficients can effectively improve the prediction accuracy.
